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Dorado 
A Ritz-   

Words by Vanessa Pascale

Our drive onto Dorado Beach, A Ritz-Carlton Reserve, takes us through
the greenest vegetation and passed one of the three 18-hole golf
courses where a large scope art installation sits. The car stops in the
entrance driveway flanked by a man-made waterfall and tranquil lily pad
speckled lagoon shrouded by exotic foliage. The welcoming staff greets
us with a wooden platter of three kinds of miniature tropical-flavored
popsicles. As our luggage is attended to, I relish my coconut pop and
picturesque view and think, We. Have. Arrived. 

Puerto Rico’s coast
features a resort unlike
any other you’ve ever
experienced

Welcome to
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 Beach,
 -Carlton Reserve! 
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A BRIEF HISTORY LESSON

Originally a 1,400-acre sugar plantation
owned by the Livingston family, the property
was taken over by preservationist Laurance S.
Rockefeller in the 1905s, and transformed into
RockResorts, a luxurious retreat frequented
by the elite. In December 12, 2012 (12-12-12),
Dorado Beach, A Ritz-Carlton Reserve
opened its doors to the public. The five-star
property spared no expense when creating
the first Reserve (an exclusive extension of
the Ritz-Carlton brand) property in the
Americas. Since the Ritz-Carlton Reserve
was built on the footprint of the former
resort, it was allowed to remain steps away
from the crashing surf (today, there are
restrictions in place to prevent properties
from building this close). 

We are escorted to the “Arrival Pavilion,” a lobby
unfettered by walls, where a calming feeling
instantly washes over me as I inhale the fresh sea
air sweeping through the space, listen to the
water falling from the nearby water feature and
watch the Atlantic’s waves crash in the distance.
Our room is still being prepared, so we grab
lunch at Positivo Sand Bar, located off to the side
of the large infinity pool surrounded by cabanas
and rows of lounge chairs.

The vibe at Positivo Sand Bar, an open-air
restaurant with sand floors and ocean views, is
laidback. The only thing missing from this
moment is a tropical libation garnished with the
obligatory mini-umbrella —remedied once our
waiter arrives. We slip off our shoes, stick our feet
into the cool sand and place our orders. The
afternoon calls for a light lunch: churrasco
skewers, a Caesar salad, spinach and carne
empanadas, and a strawberry piña colada. As the
waves crash around the beautiful dark, textured
rocks (brought in by Rockefeller to create a
charming cove) that jut out from the crystal-blue
ocean near the shore, I snap a photo on my
iPhone that could easily be sold as a postcard.
This is paradise. 

After a delicious lunch, our room on the east
beach is ready for us. Rooms have high ceilings
and towering sliding glass doors that open onto
an oversized terrace boasting gorgeous views of
the sea, two reclining lounge chairs, a table for
alfresco meals, and an outdoor daybed. Select
rooms offer rooftop terraces and private plunge
pools. On the opposite side of our room, in the
bathroom, is another glass door that opens to the
outdoor rain shower protected by high walls.
Standing in the warm Puerto Rico air as the hot
water falls on your bare skin is an exhilarating

feeling. (This was my favorite feature of the room.
Well, it’s a tie with the ocean view.)  Inside, there
is another shower and deep soaking tub, luxurious
Spa Botánico bath products, and fantastic extras
like a loofah, toothbrushes, mouthwash,  razors,
sewing kits, Elchim hair dryer and flat iron, among
other things. The room         is outfitted with a flat
screen TV, French Press and Puerto Rican coffee
and teas, in-room safe, iPhone docking station,
soft robes, complimentary hi-speed internet, a
tasting of Puerto Rican rum, and other
hospitable touches. 

A wealth of amenities are onsite, like a state-of-
the-art fitness and wellness center, (stocked with
headphones, waters, sports drinks, and apples —
they really have thought of everything.) tennis,
golf, and The Watermill water park, all reachable
by foot, complimentary bicycle, or staff driven
golf cart. Situated on the west beach is the
Encanto Beach Club, where you will find poolside
dining at Encanto Beach Bar & Grill, the second
pool on the property, and La Cocina Gourmet
Culinary Center, which offers a variety of fun
cooking classes. Being that I am a foodie who
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loves to cook, I particularly liked that this sort of activity
was available. During our visit, the knowledgeable and
friendly Chef Rory Dunaway taught us how to whip up
delicious margaritas.  

To fully take in the scenic property, which you will
definitely want to do, take The Rockefeller Trail, which
runs through a small tropical rainforest. Jean-Michel
Cousteau’s Ambassadors of the Environment offers eco-
tours that explore the rainforest area more thoroughly,
as well as provide children’s activities and snorkeling
trips along the beautiful coral reefs. We went snorkeling
with a guide and saw a number of amazing sea
creatures like a decorator urchin, butterfly fish, brittle
star, sea biscuit, flamingo tongue snail, to name a few.
And Goodwinds offers kitesurfing, windsurfing, standup
paddle boarding, kayaking and sailing.

 For your rest and relaxation pleasure, Spa Botánico, an
extraordinary five-acre oasis with a very large,
enchanting 80-year-old heritage ficus tree growing at
its entrance, is at your service. The grand retreat is
complete with two open-air treehouse treatment
platforms and 10 free-standing indoor and outdoor
pavilions. By far the most exceptional spa I’ve ever
visited due to its scope and beautiful natural setting,
the spa’s outdoor hot and cold pools are cloaked by
towering palm trees, lush greenery, and scurrying
lizards —we even spotted a large green iguana
sunbathing on the Mediterranean-title rooftop. The
lounging area boasts cushy seating and light
refreshments like water, hot tea, nuts, and dried fruits,
while bathrooms are fully stocked with signature bath
products and hair styling tools. 

SPA BOTÁ NICO

POSITIVO SAND BAR



My favorite restaurant at the resort is Mi Casa
by José Andrés as the food and dining
experience is unparalleled. The restaurant is an
open and expansive space that features ocean
views and stunning works of art, from an
enormous underwater shot of a swimming pool
to the stunning mini-crystal ball lit figuration
organized into a floating woman’s profile. (I
want this piece for my own art collection!) The

fresh cuisine is innovative, delicious, and served
up in imaginative ways, like in a glass sneaker,
since shoes are generally not allowed on
tables. There are tapas dishes like the
“Rollito crujiente de empanada de atún,” a
crispy tuna spring roll ($15) and “Croquetas de
pollo,” traditional chicken and béchamel
fritters ($15) and entrees like “Rossejat negra’ con
gambas,” Squid ink pasta with head-on

shrimp, cuttlefish and alioli ($35). For breakfast, I
strongly urge you to sample “Huevos a la cubana
‘Like José’s mom made,’” two fried eggs with
sautéed rice, crispy bacon, caramelized banana
and tomato sauce ($21). Pierce the soft yolks and
mix it all together for the perfect bite of rich
savory, sweet and salty goodness. This is my kind
of dish. As I am writing this now, I am craving this
masterpiece of a breakfast. 

When it’s time to book your next vacation, I
highly recommend you book a room at Dorado
Beach, A Ritz-Carlton Reserve. Our stay had us
strongly considering a move to Puerto Rico to live
here (there are gorgeous residences on the
property available for purchase), as it is just that
beautiful and a place you simply do not want to
leave. It really does not get more luxurious or
magical than this. The Ritz-Carlton name is widely
known for first-rate service and accommodations,
and as usual they surpassed my expectations
here.  Don’t escape your life, enhance your life
with a vacation at Dorado Beach, you will thank
me later, I promise. ML
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Once Clara Livingston’s (the 200th licensed female pilot and friend of Amelia Earhart)
home, from 1928-1955, today, Su Casa is a VIP Spanish hacienda that has become
a first-class retreat for A-list celebrities, like Beyoncé and Jay-Z. For $10,000 a night
(a minimum stay of 3-nights is required), you can reserve this extraordinary private
8,000-square-foot, five-bedroom villa complete with a private concierge, and
Jacuzzi/infinity pool overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. 

VIP TREATMENT
AT SU CASA

MI CASA


